The total system performance of dynamic and complex supply chain networks depends mainly on accurate demand signal estimation as incorporated with an appropriate decision-making process. Due to the field of activity and architecture, however, it is hard to choose a proper forecasting and demand decision model that would befit the complexity of the system. This paper develops a conjoint intelligent hybrid system, comprised of an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) based demand decision process, integrated with crisp grey GM (1,1) and fuzzy grey regression (FGR) forecasting models. We adopt this approach in an attempt to reduce the demand signal variability in supply-chain networks and to evaluate the system response to the proposed models under predefined, relatively low, medium and high demand signal variations. The results obtained from the simulation runs illustrate that the proposed hybrid system reduces the variability considerably; and also, could be considered as a substantial tool for reduction of supply chain phenomenon so called Bullwhip effect.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Supply Chain Networks (SCNs) have attracted a great deal of attention since the dynamic and chaotic structure of those networks aims at satisfying customer needs which include sophisticated interrelated functions and processes. The management of these complex structures also directly influences the compaction power of companies and even countries in both civilian and military domains [1, 2] .
In addition to their far too numerous components with many interactions and dependencies, major triggers of the complexity in SCNs could generally be stated as material and information flows with highly uncertain natures. This complexity can be classified under three groups as internal, external and total complexity representing the interactions via material and information flows within the internal players, between internal and external players and throughout all SCN as illustrated in Fig. 1 [3] Figure 1 Complexity flow [3] The system performance of SCNs directly depends on accurate, on-time and appropriate information flow through the whole chain [2, 4, 5] . Thus, demand signal (DS) estimation incorporated with decision-making processes is a crucial activity, which has to be performed and designed precisely to maintain and improve supplychain performance. Although the importance of a DS for forecasting and decision-making processes performed in every stage of SCN is beyond our argument, the determination of an appropriate forecasting and decisionmaking model that will fit the DS pattern is a difficult problem, as the vital data varies according to the activity field and SCN structure. Just at this point, the "Bullwhip or Whiplash Effect" (BWE), a well-known phenomenon of DS in SCNs, emerges as a serious problem to cope with [5, 6] . BWE, which arises from the chaotic nature of SCNs, is simply the variability of the DS between the SCN stages. Additionally, an increase in this variability as DS moves upstream from the customer to the consequent stages of the SCN, triggers undesirable excess inventory levels, overload errors in production activities, defective labor force, increases in costs, etc. The major causes of BWE have been reported in the previous studies as follows: irrational decision-making process, DS forecast updating, order batching and price fluctuations [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
There exists a broad literature about BWE in SCN topics; but, despite this broad literature studies that involve fuzzy approaches to that phenomenon such as Carlsson et al. [15, 16] , Wang et al. [17, 18] , Efendigil et al. [19] are relatively few in literature, which also is the main motivation of this paper. This paper, rather than assessing the impacts of all causes, specifically focuses on the first two relatively controllable issues: the decision-making process and DS forecast updating. A conjoint hybrid system composed of an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) based demand decision process integrated with Grey GM (1,1)/fuzzy grey regression (FGR) is proposed. Furthermore, the response of BWE to the proposed system in a stage SCN under relatively low, medium and high DS variations is analyzed by quantifying BWE.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 is reserved for the basic idea of ANFIS. In section 3, the forecasting models used in the paper are presented. Section 4 introduces the proposed simulation model and DS pattern with ANFIS and BWE quantified for the measurement and the comparison of the results. In section 5, the results obtained from the simulation runs are compared with the basic crisp model. Finally, we highlight conclusions and potential future works in section 6.
ADAPTIVE NEURO-FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM (ANFIS)
As being one of the well-known hybrid intelligent systems, the neuro-fuzzy systems (NFSs) can be described as the combination of two different methodologies: artificial neural networks (ANNs) and fuzzy logic (FL). This integrated methodology is capable of learning, generalizing, adapting and parallelism, which basically come from ANN abilities, and deducing knowledge from a set of given rules that also comes from the fuzzy inference systems (FISs). Therefore, using such a system improves the reliability of both FL (i.e., no ability to learn, difficulties in parameter tuning and developing suitable membership functions) and ANN (i.e., black box, difficulties in deducing knowledge) by covering their weak sides with the powerful abilities of robust methodologies.
The aim of ANFIS in the learning process is to adjust the premise (initial parameters) and consequent parameters till obtaining the desired input-output mapping from the FIS. This learning task is attained by integrating two techniques: (1) the least squares method (LSM), and (2) the gradient descent method (GDM). The integrated approach consists of forward and backward passes. In specific, at the forward pass, while the premise parameters in Layer 1 are kept constant, functional signals proceed towards the Layer 4. Next, the consequent parameters in Layer 4 are determined with the utilization of the LSM. At the backward pass, on the other hand, the error measure propagates backward while consequent parameters are kept constant. At this stage, the premise parameters are updated with the utilization of GDM which adjusts the membership functions [20, 21] .
GREY GM (1,1) AND FUZZY GREY REGRESSION FORECASTING
In every field of science, engineering and management almost all planning and decision activities directly depend on predicting future. However, determining the appropriate technique and its application to the systems is not an easy activity as the nature of prediction comprises uncertainty or vagueness [22] . At this point, due to their capability of providing intermediate values between the expressions mathematically, FL and fuzzy set theory are the best ways to model uncertainty and vagueness [2, 4, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Contrary to similar cases involving human judgment, crisp sets will subgroup the given discourse universe into two: members are affixed to the set with certainty and those which are not. This separation arises from their mutually exclusive structure, and leads the decision maker into setting an absolute boundary between the decision variables and the alternatives thereof. As introduced by Zadeh [24] , the key difference lies in the capability of FL to process data via partial set membership functions [4, 23, [25] [26] [27] .
As the main problem in SCN is to handle the uncertainty, Grey GM (1,1) and FGR models are used in the study as they are both concerned with the systems comprising uncertainties and lack of sufficient amount of information. As might be expected, the 'grey' here represents information laying between totally clear and the totally unknown layers which could be described as the information within the foggy or fuzzy layer [2, 37] .
In the following parts of this section Grey GM (1,1) and Fuzzy Grey Regression forecasting are explained in the light of Wang [37] , Zhang [38] , Tsaur [39, 40] , Tozan and Vayvay's [2] studies. In contrasts to other statistical forecasting techniques, which mostly require large amounts of data sets pertaining to previous periods, the grey theory utilizes the accumulated generating operation (AGO) in order to attain regularity and reduce noise by converting ambiguous original time series data to monotonically increased data series [41] . AGO is an important operation in the concept of grey system theory since it allows converting raw (unimproved) stochastic data to useful regular series data. The inverse accumulated generic operation (IAGO), on the other hand, is another important tool used in the grey system theory, to transform AGO generated regular series to raw data. The main objective of the grey model is to generate regular differential equations by using AGO in the general form as GM (n, m) where n and m denote the order of ordinary differential equation, and the number of grey variables which define the order of AGO and IAGO, respectively. It should be noted that an increase in n and m leads to an exponential increase in the required computation time. The most commonly-used model in the grey system theory is GM (1,1) since it requires smaller data sets and lower computation time [2, 38] .
The Grey GM (1,1) model basically targets to attain the internal regularity for the available past data which will later be used to forecast and transfer the arranged sequence into a differential equation. Let the vector D 0 denote the data of n elements collected from the system. We can express it as follows:
Then, the AGO series generated by using D 0 is represented by D 1 as follows:
In Eq. (2), the k th data is calculated as
Note that the data for accumulated generating sequence increases monotonically. If a GM (n, m) model is adopted, and it is not possible to achieve regularity with one AGO, then the operation has to be repeated m times until the data set becomes more regular.
A first-order differential equation to establish internal regularity for D 1 is given in Eqs. (3) and (4) . Note that since D 1 increases monotonically, it can be approximated by an exponential function that has the dynamics of a first-order differential equation.
In Eq. (3) and denote the developed coefficient and the grey control variable, respectively. If sampling interval is set to one unit, i.e. h = 1, then the first derivative of D 1 can be expressed as a discrete time series:
Next, the second part of the grey model, 1 average D can be stated in the matrix form as follows:
where,
Applying LSM in Eq. (3), the coefficients a and b can be calculated as follows:
with the corresponding matrices depicted as follows:
where n denotes the cardinality of data set used and 0 D  is the raw sequenced data.
Using coefficients a and b, Eq. (2) can also be estimated by the value F + , can be calculated with equations (11) and (12), respectively.
( )
Though the fuzzy model of Grey GM (1,1) performs successfully in systems with chaotic and dynamic nature like SCNs, the input data of the model have to be fuzzy which restricts the usage of the model for the complete crisp systems. A fuzzification for the input data has to be employed before initializing the model. However, the determination of the appropriate membership functions for the demand data is not an easy activity since the characteristics of the demand data are generally unknown. Therefore, FGR models overcome this problem by utilizing fuzzy regression models, which have the ability to apply crisp input data. FGR model proposed by Tsaur [40] is a relatively simple hybrid model using fuzzy set theory and grey GM (1,1) model. The model evaluates the fuzzy relations between dependent and independent variables granulating a concept into a set of membership functions. The input data for the model can also be fuzzy. In this paper, we use and discuss the system for crisp input and fuzzy output proposed by Tsaur [40] (see 37 for details of the model).
PROPOSED SIMULATION MODEL AND ANFIS BASED DECISION PROCESS
The simulation method stands as the most preferable of all options viable to analyse systems like SCN. This section provides a simulation model based on a near beer distribution game [3, 11-13, 42, 43] , extended with ANFIS, Grey GM (1,1) and FGR: an improvement over the original Sterman beer game [3, [11] [12] [13] and over Paik's interpretation [44] incorporating inventory/capacity restriction and specific delay functions.
The material and information flow in beer are described in Fig. 2 . MATLAB is used as the simulation tool to simulate a two stage SCN for evaluating the response of DS variability to the proposed system. The game attempts to oversee every stage of the supply-chain so as to ensure sufficient inventory to meet the demand that results from the predecessor stage, acting upon a limited flow of supply line information to minimize total cost by avoiding stock out [44] . The key features increasing the involved criteria and accordingly the real-world applicability of the game include limited availability of information as well as delayed flows of information and shipment.
Order and production decision processes in each stage of the simulation are simple and include the following factors: current demand, actual inventory level, desired inventory level, actual pipeline orders (actual supply line), desired pipeline orders (desired supply line) and demand forecast [3, [11] [12] [13] 44] . The ordering/ production decision process can be formulized as [3, [11] [12] [13] Both θ I and θ Sl will determine the emphasis placed on the variance the desired and actual values inventory and supply line [44] . In this light, a disturbance term ε for each period and parameter β can be defined as follows, enabling recoding of the overall decision rule:
Where 
The minimum, mean, and maximum values of the parameters of the decision rule are estimated by Sterman [3, [11] [12] [13] and summarized in Tab. 1. As stated before, the analyses are made for a two-stage SCN system consisting of customer, retailer, and factory. In the following part of the system structure and the formulation of the base model are defined for any time period t at retailer and factory stages where the production for the whole system is made. The first decision rule of all stages can be redefined with respect to (17) and (18) as in (19) 
, , 
Where: IS -the incoming shipment (shipments received); OS -the outgoing shipment (shipments released); DLs -the delay in shipment (time required for a shipped item to reach the destination which can be defined as a variable or a constant depending on the decision-maker and analysis that will be performed); OB -the orders backlogged (cumulative sum of orders that have been received but not have been met yet); IO -the incoming order (orders received); DL -the aggregate time delay for the stage which is the sum of time delays concerning shipment; DLs -paper work (i.e. office work); DLo and postal (i.e. mailing) DLm; OO -the outgoing orders rate directly related to the DLo and decided quantity of orders (O); IPo -the orders in process in paper work (i.e. clerical); IPm, IPs -the quantities in process in mailing and shipment (i.e., orders that have been shipped but not received); P -the production decision quantity regardless of the factory capacity; Fc -the single period production capacity of the factory.
Proposed ANFIS Based Decision Process
System thinking is the base idea for an appropriate ordering (i.e., demand) decisions in SCN systems. Due to the chaotic and dynamic system of SCNs, decision-making process contains many parameters and variables that must be taken into account and in addition to those, the nature of decision-making; just like prediction, contains uncertainty and vagueness and also has to embrace the human judgment. Owing to these facts, the decision-making process of the SCN systems has to be determined attentively. To overcome these difficulties in decisionmaking process of SCNs, this study proposes an ANFIS based decision making process and aims to benefit from the capability of deduction from given rules (thanks to fuzzy inference system (FIS)), learning, generalization, adaptation and parallelism (thanks to ANN).
Different from the previous SCN simulations, the proposed model contains an ANFIS-based process in each SCN phase to set order quantities, based on FGR-and GMbased forecast values (1,1) and integrated with the inventory and pipeline data we used in the base model. We use MATLAB's "Fuzzy Logic Tool Box" to build ANFIS structures, and again the same toolbox to find the solution.
In ANFIS based demand decision process, Sugenotype inference and the hybrid method is selected and used for the estimation of membership function parameters. The appropriate membership functions for the parameters are defined as Gaussian. The error tolerance is set to zero and ANFIS is trained for each selected forecasting model in stage with 200 training data with the given characteristics [4] .
The inputs for each time period in each phase for the ANFIS based decision are as follows (i.e., the input neurons): (1) The demand forecast value for the upcoming period t + 1 (which is determined using grey GM (1, 1) or FGR models), (2) Different from the base model's decision-making process which uses the forecast value singly as an input and once and again, as a parameter for determining the DInv t , the proposed ANFIS based demand decision process does not duplicate the usage of forecast value in the decision process; which in fact helps to damp the BWE. 
Demand Signal Characteristics
Due to the aim of this study, the important characteristic of the DS is the variation. To capture the proposed model's performance against BWE, rather than the means of the generated DS, the standard deviation is changed from one simulation run to another and the means of DS fixed at a constant rate. The mean of the customer DS; d µ , is taken as 50 unit and three different standard deviation values are used for reflecting relatively low (10
variation, and relatively high (20 ≤ σ d ) variation in the demand data. The data sets representing demand information are assumed to be integer for all models and generated according to this assumption. Tab. 2 illustrates DS characteristics of the proposed simulation models. 
Quantification of DS Variability (BWE)
DS variability (i.e., BWE) is quantified in one of the most common ways defining the phenomenon as a ratio of standard deviations of subsequent stages in two different ways considering the capacity options. For the simulation runs without factory capacity limits BWE is quantified as:
Where σ denotes the standard deviation of orders placed to upstream stage and subscripts {1, 2, 3} denote the customer, retailer, and factory, respectively. Defining the capacity limits as constraints for the production activities in the factory stage delusively reduce the variability and correspondingly the standard deviations. But this deceptive reduction does not actually illustrate the real intent of the decision process in factory as capacity directly limits the quantity of production. To overcome this misleading smoothness rising from the capacity limits and to evaluate the real rate of variability, BWE is expressed for simulation runs with factory limits as:
Although capacity limits defined for the factory (as discussed previously) ignoring the decision processes intent, delusively reduce the standard deviation values, in the final evaluation of BWE values (i.e. BWE TOTAL ) for each parameter combination, the same weights (i.e. the importance factor) are assigned to both results of the simulation run with and without capacity limits. BWE TOTAL is computed as follows:
Where BWE Cap represents the arithmetic mean of BWE C↔R and BWE C↔F is obtained from the simulation runs with factory capacity. BWE Cap represents the arithmetic mean BWE C↔R and BWE C↔F obtained from the simulation runs without capacity limits for the same parameter combinations under the same variation of the customer demand.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To make a realistic comparison between the base and proposed models, the base model simulations are performed for different values of the parameters in the decision-making process. The maximum, mean and minimum values of the parameters are used in the decision rule of the base model. Finally, the safety constant i Sc is taken as five periods and delays: DLs, DLo, DLm and DLp, are assumed to be equal to 2 periods in each run.
The experiments of the base model are performed for all DS patterns: relatively low, relatively medium and relatively high. Furthermore, the different values for α, β and θ parameters are taken into account. In specific, eight different combinations exist for α equals 0.36 and 1, β equals 0.34 and 1.04 and θ equals 0.26 and 0.8 (for both with and without predefined capacity limit for factory). The results obtained from the simulation runs are summarized in Tabs. 3-5. It is observed that BWETOTAL gets the minimum value in the first combination (α = 0.36, β = 0.34, θ = 0.26) for relatively low, relatively medium and relatively high variations.
Based on these results, the proposed models are evaluated and compared with the base model with parameter combination -1-for all demand patterns concerned in this study with and without predefined capacity limit.
The results of the first proposed model, "hybrid Grey GM (1,1) and ANFIS Based Demand Decision Process" are illustrated in Table 6 whereas results obtained from the simulation runs of the second proposed model: "hybrid FGR and ANFIS Based Demand Decision Process", are summarized in Tab. 7.
When the results acquired from all simulation runs of the proposed model-1 are compared to those of the Base Model, the proposed model-1 has better performance than the Base Model since BWETOTAL is found 3.342, 2.415 and 2.063 in the Base Model, and 1.225, 1.463 and 1.646 in the proposed model-1 for relatively low variation, relatively medium variation and relatively high variation respectively. Similarly, the proposed model-2 has better performance than the Base Model since BWE TOTAL is found 1.523, 1.240 and 1.387. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a two-stage SCN simulation model (which is improved from the base simulation of Sterman [31] [32] [33] and its revised version of Paik's [41] , that includes inventory/capacity restrictions and specific delay functions) with ANFIS decision making process, Grey GM (1,1) and FGR forecasting models are used to simulate a two stage SCN for evaluating the response of DS variability to the proposed systems using MATLAB as the simulation tool. A comparison is carried out between the results "best results" obtained from the base model (for all combinations of different parameter values with and without capacity limits) and the results acquired from the proposed models using the same input values (with and without capacity limits) for relatively high, medium and low DS variations which are determined with the DS standard deviations. For each comparison between the base and the proposed models, BWE is quantified for each stage as a ratio of standard deviations of subsequent stages to reflect the amount of variability. The results showed that the proposed hybrid models considerably reduce BWE.
Based on the findings of this study, future studies can be performed using a full fuzzy simulation model with more than two stages in which DS variability is also determined with fuzzy statistics.
